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1. Examples of synchronization in complex systems.



More examples:
clapping audiences

the heart
the brain

many more…

SYNCHRONIZATION: Self-organization phenomenon
• systems of many (possibly different) oscillators
• mutual interaction
• emergent, system-size collective behavior
• frequency-locking and phase-locking

Google: „Steven Strogatz TED talk”



2. The Kuramoto model.

Yoshiki Kuramoto (1984):
• N self-driven oscillators with different intrinsic frequencies
• every oscillator is coupled to all others
• interaction which speeds up oscillators which are behind and 
slows down the ones which are ahead



We can decouple:

Using:

r - macroscopic order 
parameter measuring
phase-locking





3. Previous 2D lattice models.





3. Our model.

„Manhattan” (AKA „taxi-driver’s”) metric
(on a periodic lattice)

The connection graph does not change, however it gains a 
spatial, lattice structure.

Delay between nodes, 
proportional to distance

The distance affects only the delay, the coupling remains uniform!



4. Results



Non-trivial frequency-locking

Phase-locked states (r>0)
Pattern states with different sizes (r=0)

Numerical integration with random initial conditions

The patterns change
wavelength/size
seemingly when the
mean frequency jumps
from one jag to another

phase-locking threshhold
(no „frequency-locking” 
since oscillators are
identical)



Solution for phase-locked states

Rewrite the sum as a sum over distance

Apply to both sides

This sum has a limit as N→∞





Summary

• We have proposed a model which produces phase patterns
without explicitly including local interactions or coupling
decreasing with distance and is (at least partially) 
mathematically tractable



Development outlook

• stability analysis (difference-differential equations, v.v. 
tedious)
• provide an ansatz for other solutions, test against exp. data 
e.g. plane-wave ansatz:  
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